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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Optimal teaching and assessment methods and models for emergency airway, breathing, and
hemorrhage interventions are not currently known. The University of Minnesota Combat Casualty Training
consortium (UMN CCTC) was formed to explore the strengths and weaknesses of synthetic training models
(STMs) versus live tissue (LT) models. In this study, we compare the effectiveness of best in class STMs versus
an anesthetized caprine (goat) model for training and assessing seven procedures: junctional hemorrhage control,
tourniquet (TQ) placement, chest seal, needle thoracostomy (NCD), nasopharyngeal airway (NPA), tube
thoracostomy, and cricothyrotomy (Cric).

Methods: Army combat medics were randomized to one of four groups: 1) LT trained–LT tested (LT-LT), 2) LT
trained–STM tested (LT-STM), 3) STM trained–LT tested (STM-LT), and 4) STM trained–STM tested (STM-STM).
Participants trained in small groups for 3 to 4 hours and were evaluated individually. LT-LT was the “control” to
which other groups were compared, as this is the current military predeployment standard. The mean procedural
scores (PSs) were compared using a pairwise t-test with a Dunnett’s correction. Logistic regression was used to
compare critical fails (CFs) and skipped tasks.

Results: There were 559 subjects included. Junctional hemorrhage control revealed no difference in CFs, but
LT-tested subjects (LT-LT and STM-LT) skipped this task more than STM-tested subjects (LT-STM and STM-
STM; p < 0.05), and STM-STM had higher PSs than LT-LT (p < 0.001). For TQ, both STM-tested groups (LT-STM
and STM-STM) had more CFs than LT-LT (p < 0.001) and LT-STM had lower PSs than LT-LT (p < 0.05). No
differences were seen for chest seal. For NCD, LT-STM had more CFs than LT-LT (p = 0.001) and lower PSs
(p = 0.001). There was no difference in CFs for NPA, but all groups had worse PSs versus LT-LT (p < 0.05).
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For Cric, we were underpowered; STM-LT trended toward more CFs (p = 0.08), and STM-STM had higher PSs
than LT-LT (p < 0.01). Tube thoracostomy revealed that STM-LT had higher CFs than LT-LT (p < 0.05), but LT-
STM had lower PSs (p < 0.05). An interaction effect (making the subjects who trained and tested on different
models more likely to CF) was only found for TQ, chest seal, and Cric; however, of these three procedures, only
TQ demonstrated any significant difference in CF rates.

Conclusion: Training on STM or LT did not demonstrate a difference in subsequent performance for five of seven
procedures (junctional hemorrhage, TQ, chest seal, NPA, and NCD). Until STMs are developed with improved
anthropomorphic and tissue fidelity, there may still be a role for LT for training tube thoracostomy and potentially
Cric. For assessment, our STM appears more challenging for TQ and potentially for NCD than LT. For junctional
hemorrhage, the increased “skips” with LT may be explained by the differences in anatomic fidelity. While these
results begin to uncover the effects of training and assessing these procedures on various models, further study is
needed to ascertain how well performance on an STM or LT model translates to the human model.

Training emergency providers to competence in
trauma-related airway, breathing, and hemorrhage

control skills is paramount. Eighty percent to 90% of
battlefield deaths and 30% to 40% of trauma-related
civilian deaths have been found to be due to uncon-
trolled hemorrhage, and timely effective hemorrhage
control can be a lifesaving intervention.1–5 However,
there is limited evidence on how to best train and
assess these skills.6

While moral and ethical issues have led to a decline
in live anesthetized animal (live tissue [LT]) use in mil-
itary and civilian sectors worldwide, LT is still a rou-
tine part of predeployment training and assessment in
the United States, and there is evidence that LT train-
ing results in improved performance of certain emer-
gency resuscitative skills for up to 6 months.7–10 In
2011, the United States Congress announced an ini-
tiative to “develop a strategy to transition to the use of
non-animal based methods (i.e. simulators, cadavers)
for military trainees,” and “to refine, reduce and when
appropriate replace the use of live animal models in
medical education and training.”11,12 In response, the
Joint Program Committee-1 (JPC-1) directed funding
toward exploring whether synthetic training models
(STMs) could safely replace the use of LT without
compromising training.
There is evidence that LT and STMs (also frequently

referred to as “simulators”) are both beneficial when
compared to no training or “standard training.” None-
mergent intraoperative skill studies have found that
assessment on LT versus STM does not appear differ-
ent; however, a key unanswered question is whether
there are relevant differences between LT and STMs for
training or assessment of emergency resuscitative
trauma management skills.13–18 While LT seems to
have higher tissue fidelity/functional fidelity (the tissue
properties are more similar to a human) and STMs have
higher anatomic fidelity/structural fidelity (their form

and anatomy better mirrors the human), it is still
unclear 1) how these types of fidelity effect educational
effectiveness, including training, assessment, and skill
transfer of these procedures; 2) which model creates
greater psychological/affective fidelity, learner engage-
ment, and suspension of disbelief to enhance educa-
tional effectiveness and transfer of learning; and 3)
whether STMs are sufficient to replace LT for these pur-
poses.13–16,19–22 Only two adequately powered previous
studies have investigated this question. One study per-
formed by the University of Missouri Combat Casualty
Training Consortium (MU CCTC) found that there
were no overall differences (among a study population
of civilian and army medics) when testing on an LT
model in a “white room” devoid of external stimuli after
training on LT versus STM for individual trauma-
related emergency procedures. However, the low per-
formers improved significantly more when training on
STM, yet the affective response measured by electroder-
mal activity was significantly greater when training on
LT for many procedures.23 In a separate study using a
cadaver as a testing model 2 weeks after training,
cricothyrotomy (Cric) performance by inexperienced
operators following training on STM versus LT models
was not different.24 To our knowledge, there have only
been two other studies that have attempted to compare
LT to STM training for these procedures using objective
performance outcome measures. However, both of these
studies were significantly underpowered, making the
lack of difference observed difficult to interpret.20,25

The University of Minnesota Combat Casualty
Training Consortium (UMN CCTC) was formed to
explore the strengths and weaknesses of STMs versus
LT through a series of studies. In this study, we com-
pared the effectiveness of best in class STMs versus
an anesthetized caprine (goat) model (LT) for training
and assessment of seven critical procedures: junctional
hemorrhage control, tourniquet (TQ) placement, chest
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seal, needle thoracostomy (NCD), nasopharyngeal air-
way (NPA), Cric, and tube thoracostomy (chest tube).
Recurring abbreviations used in this article can be
found in Table 1.

METHODS

Study Design
As we were interested in examining for differences in
the model used for training, the model used for

assessment, and the potential for an interaction effect,
a four-arm prospective randomized trial was con-
ducted. Subjects were randomized to either 1)
LT-trained and -assessed (LT-LT), 2) LT-trained–STM-
assessed (LT-STM), 3) STM-trained–LT-tested (STM-
LT), and 4) STM-tested and -assessed (STM-STM).
Blocks were used in randomization to maintain
approximate balance of the study arms (i.e., for each
eight subjects who arrived, two were randomized to
each of the following groups: LT-LT, LT-STM, STM-
LT, and STM-STM). The LT-LT group was deemed
the “control” group to which each other group was
compared, as this was the current high-stakes prede-
ployment military training and assessment standard
for combat medics in a course known as Brigade
Combat Team Trauma Training (BCT-3). Procedures
trained and assessed in BCT-3 include junctional
hemorrhage control, TQ placement, chest seal, NCD,
NPA, Cric, and tube thoracostomy (chest tube), as
well as amputation stump management (wrapping
amputated stump) and bowel evisceration, as part of a
polytrauma scenario. While the primary analysis of the
overall study was based on cumulative performance of
these nine procedures (using one total performance
score [TPS] for the entire scenario), the utility of deter-
mining whether there are effects at the individual pro-
cedural level led to this secondary analysis. We did
not include amputation stump management and bowel
evisceration in this individual procedural analysis, as
these are not truly resuscitative procedures, nor did we
include the global rating scores on overall perfor-
mance.
All human performance data collection was con-

ducted under a human-use research protocol approved
through the University of Minnesota Institutional
Review Board and the Department of Defense (DoD)
Human Subjects Research Protection Office. Written
informed consent was obtained from all subjects. The
University of Minnesota Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee and the DoD Animal Care and
Use Research Protections Office approved the experi-
mental protocol for animal use.

Study Setting and Population
Army combat medics were recruited from Joint Base
Lewis-McChord and Fort Hood Medical Simulation
Training Center. Training and testing were conducted
at these locations. Inclusion criteria included active or
reserve Army or National Guard members of 68W
rank at these locations who were ≥18 years old and

Table 1
Commonly Used Abbreviations Used in This Article

Models

LT Live tissue

STM Synthetic training model
(a.k.a. simulator)

Study groups

LT-LT Trained on LT–assessed on LT

LT-STM Trained on LT–assessed on STM

STM-LT Trained on STM–assessed on LT

STM-STM Trained on STM–assessed on STM

Procedures (listed in order they are listed in the manuscript)

Junctional hemorrhage Proximal extremity noncompressible
hemorrhage

TQ Tourniquet

NCD Needle chest decompression
(needle thoracostomy)

NPA Nasopharyngeal airway

Cric Cricothyrotomy

Chest tube Tube thoracostomy

Outcome measures

CF Critical fails

PS Procedural scores

“Skips” Procedure not attempted,
or “skipped”

Training effect Logistic regression analysis to
determine whether the training
model had an effect on CFs

Assessment effect Logistic regression analysis to
determine whether the assessment
model had an effect on CFs

Interaction effect Logistic regression analysis to
determine whether subjects training
and assessing on different models
performed differently or were at a
disadvantage when compared those
who trained and assessed on the
same model

Organizations/working groups/programs

BCT-3 Brigade Combat Team
Trauma Training

DoD Department of Defense

JPC-1 Joint Program Committee-1

MU CCTC University of Missouri Combat
Casualty Training Consortium

UMN CCTC University of Minnesota Combat
Casualty Training Consortium
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had current Basic Life Support (BLS) and Basic Emer-
gency Medical Technician (EMT-B) certifications.
Exclusion criteria included those with advanced health
care degrees (MD, DO, PA, NP), Special Forces medic
training, a history of instructing these procedures in
the past 3 years, or a flagged military profile not allow-
ing the individual to perform usual patient care duties.
The same group of study personnel, instructors, raters,
actors, simulation technologists, and equipment were
used at both sites.

Study Protocol
Following randomization, all participants participated
in a 3- to 4-hour training session in groups of three or
four where the only difference was training model
used (LT vs. STM). This educational session mirrored
the point of instruction for the hands-on portion of
the U.S Army’s BCT-3 predeployment course. All
subjects performed each procedure during the training
session, with real-time formative feedback from the
instructors and the opportunity for adjustments in
their technique. This allowed approximately 20 to 30
minutes per procedure, with instructor discretion
based on group needs. Instructors and subjects were
blinded to the model on which the subject would later
be assessed. The following day (14–24 hours after
training was completed), each participant was assessed.
The only differences in the assessment scenario were
the model used and which person provided prompts
(Data Supplement S1, available as supporting informa-
tion in the online version of this paper, which is avail-
able at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/ace
m.13340/full).
The STM partial task trainers used for training

were the same as the individual model components
used to build the hybrid Frank-N-Stein model used for
assessment. These were chosen based on those that
received top ratings in a face and content validation
study.26 Reihsen et al.27 describe how the component
parts of the Frank-N-Stein model were assembled into
a single human patient simulator for testing. The
head, neck, and torso of Frank-N-Stein was created by
using a trained, standardized, moulaged human actor
wearing the CutSuit (Strategic Operations), which was
connected to KGS MATT pelvis/legs (KGS Trauma
Fx) for lower-extremity hemorrhage with the actor’s
legs hidden under a platform (Figure 1). The actor
was yelling, crying, talking to, and grabbing the medic,
while adhering to a standardized script. The actor was
replaced with the SimMan 3G head/neck/arms

(Laerdal) for airway procedures (NPA and Cric) when
the patient became unresponsive during the time the
subject was making a medivac call.27

The goat was chosen as the LT model as this was
the standard model used for predeployment training
and assessment at the military sites used. The goat
was placed in a lateral position for training and test-
ing, and the wounding and care protocol from BCT-3
was used (Data Supplement S2, available as support-
ing information in the online version of this paper,
which is available at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1111/acem.13340/full)
Each subject had 20 minutes to treat all injuries.

Since each anesthetized goat was used twice (one sub-
ject/side), only every other subject randomized to LT
assessment was able to perform the Cric. All subjects
randomized to STM assessment had the opportunity
to perform all procedures on Frank-N-Stein.
The improvised explosive device blast scenario was

conducted to simulate a nighttime combat field envi-
ronment. Simulating a combat situation, they were
each provided an untrained assistant who only per-
formed maneuvers of TQ placement, pressure applica-
tion, or other nonmedical tasks (i.e., tearing tape)
when instructed to do so. To stay consistent with mili-
tary standards, and since all soldiers are trained TQ
placement, if the assistant was instructed by the sub-
ject to perform a TQ, the assistant placed an ineffec-
tive one, and the subject was responsible for noticing
the ineffective assistant-placed TQ and placing an addi-
tional one proximally.
Procedural scores (PSs), critical fails (CFs), and pro-

cedure not attempted, or “skipped” (skips), were
assessed by raters using an iPad-based tool that evalu-
ated whether the subject completed each procedure
successfully without posing any risk of harm to the
patient while doing so, as well as a checklist score for
each procedure. All ratings were done live. Rater inclu-
sion and exclusion criteria are listed in Data Supple-
ment S3 (available as supporting information in the
online version of this paper, which is available at
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/acem.
13340/full). Raters all participated in an initial 8-hour
rater training session, followed by a 3- to 4-hour
refresher training prior to each week of data collection
(e.g., if a rater attended five data collection trips, that
rater would have had 20–24 total hours of rater train-
ing). Further detail on rater training is listed in Data
Supplement S4 (available as supporting information
in the online version of this paper, which is available
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at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/acem.
13340/full). The raters did not serve as instructors
and were blinded to the subject’s training
randomization.

Outcomes Measures and Measurements
The assessment tool chosen, which was developed
from military teaching and testing materials including
the curricular blueprint of BCT-3 and reviewed by
National Registry for Emergency Medical Technicians
and JPC-1 medical simulation leadership (the primary
organization responsible for research and development
for U.S. Army combat medic skills training), had previ-
ously demonstrated good content, internal structure,
response process, and relationships with other vari-
ables evidence for this cohort (Table 2) and acceptable
inter-rater reliability (IRR) using intraclass correlation
coefficients (ICCs).28–30 We conducted a subsequent
IRR analysis at the beginning of data collection at these

sites to ensure adequate ICCs for PSs and percent
agreement for CF and skips at the time of the study
with our rater cohort using 24 subjects. Following this
establishment of good–excellent IRR for all procedures
on both models, aside from chest seal on LT and junc-
tional hemorrhage on STM, which still displayed fair
ICC (Table 3), each assessment scenario was rated by
only one rater. The second rater in each scenario was
the “scenario lead” and was responsible for giving
prompts, coaching the actor through a wireless head-
set/earpiece, “intervening” to perform procedures on
the “patient” when needed, and ensuring the safety of
all personnel. The lead rater and the scenario lead con-
ferred in instances where a CF or a skip was assigned.
Outcome measures included 1) PSs and 2) CFs for

each of the individual procedures. A CF was defined
as when the subject had started the procedure and
then 1) demonstrated any dangerous action that would
threaten the safety of an actual patient, 2) was not able

N 125 137 126 133
Skipped 32 20 26 1
% 26% 15% 20.6% 6.1%

Analysis (Dunnet Correc�on)
Control Comparison z p
LT-LT LT-STM -2.206 0.0274
LT-LT STM-LT -0.932 0.3515
LT-LT STM-STM -4.001 0.0001
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Figure 1. Junctional hemorrhage skips. Skips = number and percentage of subjects who did not recognize the need for junctional hemor-
rhage control. LT = live tissue; STM = synthetic training model; LT-LT = trained on LT–assessed on LT; LT-STM = trained on LT–assessed
on STM; STM-LT = trained on STM–assessed on LT; STM-STM = trained on STM–assessed on STM.
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to complete the procedure in a predefined period of
time, or 3) would have required “intervention” from
the raters “to save the life of the patient” if they were
in an actual patient care situation. Some examples of
behaviors that would trigger a CF include: 1) ineffec-
tive packing or pressure on the junctional hemorrhage

or ineffective TQ placement resulting in continued
blood loss after 5 minutes or 2) choosing the wrong
location for insertion of the NCD, chest tube, or Cric.
If the subject did not recognize the need for the proce-
dure after the scripted prompts, this was documented
separately as a skip. If the subject skipped or critically

Table 2
Validity Table as per AERA/APA Definition29

Content Response Process Internal Structure
Relationships With
Other Variables Consequences

Construct
underrepresentation
Instrument reviewed
after initial pilot
(Schmitz et al.28)
and items
added-retested.

Instrument initially
developed from
military teaching
and testing sources
including blueprint
for BCT-3.
Reviewed by
National Registry
for Emergency
Medical
Technicians &
JPC-1 Medical
Simulation
Leadership.

Prior to each week of data
collection:

1. High yield items and
those with lower
percent agreement
during prior data
collection weeks
reviewed and
discussed.

2. Practice scoring at
least two scenarios
(with purposeful
variability in
performance); ratings
were compared and
analyzed, and
discrepancies were
discussed.

Reliability (ICC)
Generalizability for first
responders-military
and civilian as well as
attendees of the U.S.
Army’s
predeployment course
(Schmitz et al.28).

Convergent
correlations with rank,
level of training,
experience from
Schmitz et al.28

Convergent
correlations with
same variables seen
in pilot data at Camp
Bullis (part of actual
predeployment
course) using
elements of this
assessment tool.

While there is
potential for
consequential
evidence, this tool is
not currently being
used to make
decisions on
readiness for
deployment.

Construct irrelevance
Instrument reviewed
after pilot and items
removed-retested.

Practice scoring and
discussion before every
data collection. Focused
time/effort on items with
controversy or
disagreement between
raters.

Retested ICC midway
through entire UMN
CCTC project, which
was at beginning of
data collection for this
phase of the study.

Data demonstrated
from this study
supports correlation
with these expected
variables with regards
to rank and level of
experience.

While there is
potential for
consequential
evidence, no
correlation with
performance after
training was
assessed in this or
previous studies.

The construct for which the Minnesota Field Trauma Assessment Instrument (MFTAI) was designed and evaluated was to discriminate the
performance of hemorrhage and airway skills for combat medics.28 Subsequently, generalizability has been demonstrated with alterations
in content (mainly construct irrelevance) for civilian first responders (S. Witthuhn et al., personal communication, 2016).
ABCT-3 = Brigade Combat Team Trauma Training; AERA = American Educational Research Association; APA = American Psychological
Association; ICC = intraclass correlation; JPC-1 = Joint Program Committee-1; UMN CCTC = University of Minnesota Combat Casualty
Training Consortium.

Table 3
IRR of PSs measured by ICC and of Skips Measured by Percent Agreement

Procedure

ICC (95% CI) % Agree CF % Agree Skip

LT STM LT STM LT STM

Junctional
hemorrhage control

0.73 (0.50–0.90) 0.56 (0.28–0.82) 91.7 58.3 100 83.3

TQ placement 0.69 (0.44–0.88) 0.71 (0.47–0.89) 83.3 75 100 91.7

Chest seal 0.42 (0.14–0.74) 0.87 (0.73–0.96) 91.7 100 100 100

NCD 0.85 (0.69–0.95) 0.90 (0.78–0.96) 91.7 100 83.3 100

NPA 0.71 (0.45–0.89) 0.93 (0.83–0.98) 83.3 83.3 83.3 91.7

Cric 0.98 (0.95–0.99) 0.96 (0.90–0.99) 83.3 91.7 66.7 100

Tube thoracostomy 0.99 (0.99–1.0) 0.94 (0.87–0.98) 100 91.7 100 91.7

Twelve subjects performed all procedures on LT and 12 subjects performed all procedures on STM to calculate ICCs; three to four raters
were rating each subject.
% agree = % agreement between raters; CF = critical fail; Cric = cricothyrotomy; ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient; IRR = inter-rater
reliability; LT = live tissue, NCD = needle thoracostomy; NPA = nasopharyngeal airway; PS = procedural score; skip = skipped procedure
(or examination stopped due to failing three prior procedures); STM = synthetic training model; TQ = tourniquet.
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failed three procedures, the examination was termi-
nated. Since the caprine model did require actual
patient care interventions by the raters for procedures
such as junctional hemorrhage control and TQ place-
ment to preserve the model for the entire scenario,
the raters did “intervene” to actually perform any pro-
cedures that were skipped or critically failed by the
subjects in both the LT and the STM models for con-
sistency. The assessment tool and additional scoring
details are in Data Supplement S5 (available as sup-
porting information in the online version of this
paper, which is available at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.
com/doi/10.1111/acem.13340/full).

Data Analysis
Using pilot data, our power analysis revealed that 136
subjects per group would give a power of 0.80 to
detect an effect of 5% difference in TPS for all tasks.
The acceptable type I error rate for all analyses was
5% unless a correction for multiple comparisons was
applied. As this was a secondary analysis, a separate
power analysis was not calculated for each individual
procedure. The demographics of subjects in each
group were compared using a chi-square test. In areas
where significant differences were found, the four ran-
domization groups were also compared pairwise using
a t-test with a Bonferroni correction, adjusting the level
of significance to p = 0.0083 for the six possible pairs.
A chi-square test was also used to compare the demo-
graphics of subjects with complete data to those with
missing data who were excluded from analysis.
The mean PSs of each group (LT-STM, STM-LT,

and STM-STM) were compared to the LT-trained–LT-
assessed (LT-LT) group as the control, using a pairwise
t-test with a Dunnett’s correction to account for multi-
ple comparisons (the level of significance remains at
p < 0.05). Logistic regression was used to compare the
CF rates of each group to LT-LT. A direct logistic
regression model was fitted to the data with each of
the four groups as a factor in a single simple regres-
sion using LT-LT as the reference. An Akaike informa-
tion criterion was generated for each model, and this
was used to select the best model in the case of the
interaction, training, and assessment effects. Skipped
tasks for the first two procedures (junctional hemor-
rhage and TQ) were analyzed by the same method.
Since the box that denoted a skipped procedure was
also marked if the examination was stopped due to
failing or skipping three procedures, skips were not
able to be analyzed for the remaining procedures. A

“successful completion” was determined by the
absence of a CF or a skip; the PS did not determine a
“pass” or “fail.” An additional two-variable (training
and assessment) logistic regression model was devel-
oped using LT as the reference for each, which
included an interaction term for both variables, so the
effect of the training model on CFs (“training effect”),
effect of the assessment model on CFs (“assessment
effect”), and whether the training and assessment mod-
els were interdependent (“interaction effect”) could be
examined. The interaction effect identified whether
subjects training and assessing on different models
performed differently or were at a disadvantage when
compared those who trained and assessed on the same
model. This same two-variable regression model was
used to analyze these factors for skips as well. Subjects
without a complete data set for the individual proce-
dure being examined were excluded from that PS anal-
ysis. A post hoc analysis of LT-STM and STM-LT PSs
were performed to attempt to characterize the interac-
tion effect when present, to see if performance was dif-
ferent when training on one model and testing on
another. A two-tailed t-test assuming unequal variances
was used with the same acceptable type I error rate of
5%. Since there was only one comparison per proce-
dure in this post hoc analysis, a correction factor was
not applied. R version 3.1 software was used for all
statistical analysis.

Funding Organizations and Sponsors
This research and development project was made pos-
sible by a contract vehicle that was awarded and
administered by the U.S. Army Medical Research and
Materiel Command and the Medical Simulation and
Information Sciences Joint Program Committee, at
Fort Detrick, MD, under award number W81XWH-
11-2-0185. The funding entity did not influence the
study design developed by the investigators nor the
content of this publication. The views, opinions, and/
or findings contained in this publication are those of
the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of
the DoD and should not be construed as an official
DoD/Army position, policy or decision unless so des-
ignated by other documentation.

RESULTS

A total of 590 participants completed the study, with
559 included in the analysis (31 were excluded for
protocol violation due to unblinding of the testing
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groups). Table 4 depicts the subjects excluded per pro-
cedure. Overall subject demographics are in Table 5.
No difference was found for any demographic vari-
ables except prior simulator training experience. There
was no difference between subjects who had complete
data and those excluded from one or more tasks when
compared by rank, education level, deployment his-
tory, sex, age, or testing site. Table 6 depicts the PSs
and CFs for each procedure and Table 7 depicts the
training effect, assessment effect, and interaction effects
for CFs.

Junctional Hemorrhage Control
Junctional hemorrhage control was the first critical
task to perform in the scenario. The rate of successful
completion was 65%.
CFs. CFs were not different between groups and

were not affected by the modality of training or assess-
ment, nor was there an interaction effect (Tables 6
and 7).
PSs. The STM-STM group had a significantly

greater mean PS than LT-LT (p < 0.001; Table 6).
Skips. STM (Frank-N-Stein)-assessed subjects (LT-

STM and STM-STM) skipped significantly less than
LT-LT (Figure 1). Skips were affected by modality of

training (p < 0.05) and by modality of assessment
(p < 0.001). Of participants who trained on LT, those
who were also assessed on LT (LT-LT) had 2.01 times
(95% confidence interval [CI] = 1.97–4.41) higher
odds of skipping this task than those assessed on the
Frank-N-Stein simulator (LT-STM). Of participants
who trained and tested on the same model, those
trained and assessed on the goat (LT-LT) had 5.33
times (95% CI = 2.46–12.92) greater odds of skipping
this task than those who trained and assessed on the
simulator (STM-STM). There was no significant inter-
action effect (p = 0.09), meaning that subjects trained
and assessed on different models were not necessarily
more likely to skip this procedure.

TQ
The overall successful completion rate was 72%.
CFs. The STM (Frank-N-Stein)-assessed groups

(LT-STM and STM-STM) had significantly greater
odds of failing (LT-STM—odds ratio [OR] = 9.33,
95% CI = 5.06–18.20; STM-STM—OR = 3.13, 95%
CI = 1.66–6.19) than the caprine-assessed LT-LT con-
trol group (p < 0.001). A significant assessment effect
(p < 0.0001) was found, meaning that subjects that
assessed on the STM had greater odds of critically

Table 4
Total Subjects and Exclusions

Junc TQ CS NCD NPA Cric TT

Subjects included for analysis* 559 559 559 559 559 559 559

First side animal (Cric only)† 132

Model failure/comments (excluded from all analyses)‡ 10 11 2 5 4 7 10

Performance score analysis

Remaining subjects for inclusion 549 548 557 554 555 420 549

Missing data§ 22 27 25 20 5 21 31

Total included in performance score analysis 527 521 532 534 550 399 518

CF/skip analysis

Remaining subjects for inclusion 549 548 557 554 555 420 549

Unclear etiology of fail: 1) skip vs. CF or 2)
examination stopped||

29 6 38 23 167 126 128

Total included in skip analysis¶ 520 542 NA NA NA NA NA

Skips¶ 86 24 NA NA NA NA NA

Total included in CF analysis** 434 518 519 511 388 294 421

CF = critical fail; Cric = cricothyrotomy; CS = chest seal; Junc = junctional hemorrhage; NCD = needle thoracostomy; NPA = nasopharyn-
geal airway; TQ = tourniquet; TT = tube thoracostomy.
*Thirty-one subjects excluded for protocol violation from the initial 590.
†Subjects who tested on the first side of the animal did not perform Cric. There were 296 subjects testing on the animal, 148 were on the
first side, and 14 of these were excluded for protocol violations.
‡Model failures for each procedure includes: Junc—six LT, four STM; TQ—six LT, five STM; CS—one LT, one STM; NCD—four LT, one
STM; NPA—no LT, four STM; Cric—three LT, four STM; TT—six LT, four STM.
§Missing data were defined by one or more assessment line items being left blank on the rating tool for that procedure.
||If both skip and CF were marked on the assessment tool, it was unclear which actually occurred. Therefore, these were excluded from
both the skip and the CF analysis. Examination was stopped after three individual skips and/or CFs.
¶Skip analysis only able to be performed on the first two procedures.
**CF analysis excludes subjects who skipped the procedure, as the procedure had to be begun and unsuccessful to be scored as a CF.
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failing than subjects that assessed on LT. There was
also a significant interaction effect, meaning those who
trained and tested on different models were more
likely to critically fail (Table 7). However, there was no
difference seen when examined by modality of training
(STM-LT vs. LT-LT) or when examined for training
effect (Tables 6 and 7).
PSs. The LT-STM group had a lower PSs than LT-

LT (p < 0.05; Table 6).
Skips. Very few subjects skipped TQ, so although it

appears that those who tested on the animal model

appeared to skip more frequently than those testing
on a simulator, regression analysis for statistical signifi-
cance could not be completed due to the low numbers
in each group (Figure 2).

Chest Seal for Open Sucking Chest Wound
The overall successful completion rate was 86%.
CFs. There was no difference in CFs, and they

were not affected by the modality of training or assess-
ment, but there was an interaction effect (p = 0.0307;
Tables 6 and 7)

Table 5
Demographics of Study Subjects (%)

LT-LT LT-STM STM-LT STM-STM All p-value (v2)

Sex

Male 76 82 83 77 80 0.332 (3.415)

Female 24 18 17 23 20

Age (years)

18–20 13 18 10 16 14 0.9034 (10.78)

21–29 61 60 67 61 62

30–39 22 19 18 18 19

40+ 5 3 5 5 5

Education

HS/GED 72 74 71 73 72 0.8548 (4.759)

AA/AS 17 16 17 13 16

BA/BS 11 9 10 13 11

Advanced degree 0 1 2 1 1

Rank

E1–E3 43 38 39 39 40 0.6494 (4.201)

E4 43 44 44 39 42

E5+ 14 18 18 23 18

Previously deployed

Yes 43 36 43 37 40 0.5158 (2.283)

No 57 64 57 63 60

Prior LT experience

Yes 43 47 40 37 42 0.3381 (3.37)

No 56 52 59 63 58

Prior simulation experience*

Yes 89 89 96 84 89 0.0045† (13.06)

No 11 11 3 16 10

Advanced certification class

Yes 9 9 9 11 10 0.863 (0.7434)

No 91 91 91 89 90

Advanced provider roles

Yes 4 1 3 4 3 0.5356 (2.181)

No 96 99 97 96 97

Rank–Army combat medics used in our study were designated 68Ws, whose rank ranges from E1 to E9. Advanced certifications include
Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS), Basic Trauma Life Support (BTLS), Pediatric Advanced Life Support (PALS), and the U.S. Army’s
Expert Field Medical Badge (EMFB).
LT = live tissue; STM = synthetic training model; LT-LT = trained on LT–assessed on LT; LT-STM = trained on LT–assessed on STM;
STM-LT = trained on STM–assessed on LT; STM-STM = trained on STM–assessed on STM.
*Post hoc comparisons reveal that only the STM-LT and STM-STM groups show a difference.
†p = 0.000237, below the adjusted level of significance at p < 0.0083 with the Bonferroni correction applied for six comparisons.
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PSs. There were no differences in PSs (Table 6).

NCD
The overall successful completion rate was 90%.
CFs. There was no difference between those who

trained on different models (LT-LT vs. STM-LT) and
no training effect was found. However, an assess-
ment effect was found; subjects who assessed on

STM (Frank-N-Stein) were more likely to critically
fail (p < 0.01). LT-STM had significantly higher odds
of failing (OR = 4.57, 95% CI = 1.91–12.74) than
LT-LT (p = 0.001). STM-STM trended toward hav-
ing higher odds of critically failing than the LT-LT
group (p = 0.091) but this did not reach signifi-
cance. No interaction effect was detected (Tables 6
and 7).

Table 6
PSs and CFs per Group

Group

PS CF

n Mean SD p-value No. of CFs
Total

Attempted % CF p-value

Noncompressible proximal extremity hemorrhage control

LT-LT 132 46.25 45.21 N/A 30 93 32.3 N/A

LT-STM 133 48.85 40.17 0.916 49 117 41.9 0.154

STM-LT 133 48.55 42.04 0.940 35 100 35.0 0.687

STM-STM* 129 70.16 34.39 <0.001 36 124 29.0 0.609

TQ placement

LT-LT 127 75.80 34.92 N/A 15 127 11.8 N/A

LT-STM*† 137 63.44 29.22 0.003 75 135 55.6 < 0.001

STM-LT 126 71.80 32.77 0.594 17 124 13.7 0.65

STM-STM† 131 80.07 24.62 0.538 39 132 29.5 0.007

Chest seal placement

LT-LT 132 67.46 28.20 N/A 17 133 12.8 N/A

LT-STM 138 63.28 29.06 0.480 26 130 20.0 0.116

STM-LT 131 61.33 29.48 0.195 20 128 15.6 0.511

STM-STM 131 71.15 27.01 0.472 12 128 9.4 0.383

NCD

LT-LT 137 85.07 20.24 N/A 6 136 4.4 N/A

LT-STM*† 132 73.41 31.12 0.001 23 132 17.4 0.001

STM-LT 136 79.81 27.71 0.248 9 131 6.9 0.387

STM-STM 129 81.84 26.94 0.639 13 132 9.8 0.091

NPA

LT-LT 140 71.78 38.43 N/A 5 138 4.2 N/A

LT-STM* 139 53.62 46.71 0.002 9 89 10.1 0.106

STM-LT* 140 55.12 43.97 0.004 5 92 5.4 0.687

STM-STM* 131 55.89 45.91 0.009 8 89 9.0 0.172

Cric

LT-LT 73 42.82 43.54 N/A 13 47 27.7 N/A

LT-STM 133 39.73 39.51 0.902 31 90 34.4 0.420

STM-LT 66 33.41 39.53 0.351 20 44 45.5 0.080

STM-STM* 127 60.40 38.40 0.008 23 113 20.4 0.315

Tube thoracostomy

LT-LT 126 54.99 41.06 N/A 31 109 28.4 N/A

LT-STM* 136 38.83 41.95 0.005 37 91 40.7 0.070

STM-LT† 134 46.24 42.40 0.212 43 104 41.3 0.049

STM-STM 122 53.61 40.01 0.988 46 117 39.3 0.086

CF = critical fail; Cric = cricothyrotomy; LT = live tissue; LT-LT = trained on LT–assessed on LT; LT-STM = trained on LT–assessed on
STM; NCD = needle thoracostomy; NPA = nasopharyngeal airway; PS = procedural score; STM = synthetic training model; STM-LT =
trained on STM–assessed on LT; STM-STM = trained on STM–assessed on STM; TQ = tourniquet.
*PSs—each group was compared to the LT-LT group using Dunnett’s correction, p < 0.05.
†CFs—each group was compared to the LT-LT group using logistic regression, p < 0.05.
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PSs. LT-STM had significantly lower PSs than LT-
LT (p = 0.001; Table 6).

NPA
The overall successful completion rate was 93%.
CFs. No differences in CFs were found, nor was a

training, assessment, or interaction effect found
(Tables 6 and 7).
PSs. The LT-LT group performed significantly bet-

ter than all other groups when analyzed by PS
(Table 6).

Cric
The overall successful completion rate was 70%.
CFs. There was no training or assessment effect for

CFs, but there was a significant interaction effect
(p < 0.01), indicating that subjects trained and
assessed on different models were more likely to criti-
cally fail. There was only a trend toward more CFs in
STM-LT (p = 0.080) when compared to LT-LT, but
there were no significant differences between groups
(Tables 6 and 7).
PSs. STM-STM had significantly higher PSs than

LT-LT (Table 6).

Tube Thoracostomy
The overall successful completion rate was 63%.
CFs. A training effect was seen for CFs, such that

those who trained on STM (CutSuit alone) were more
likely to critically fail than those trained on LT
(p < 0.05). The STM-LT group had significantly
higher odds (OR = 1.77, 95% CI = 1.01–3.16) of
critically failing than the LT-LT group (p < 0.05).
There was a nonsignificant trend toward an

Table 7
Logistic Regression Analysis of CFs to Determine Training Effect,
Assessment Effect, and Interaction Effects

OR 95% CI p-value

Junctional hemorrhage

LT-STM 1.513 0.860–2.690 0.154

STM-LT 1.131 0.622–2.064 0.687

STM-STM 0.859 0.480–1.543 0.609

Training effect 1.131 0.622–2.064 0.687

Assessment
effect

1.513 0.860–2.690 0.154

Interaction
effect

0.50 0.224–1.117 0.092

TQ

LT-STM* 9.333† 5.057–18.20 < 0.001

STM-LT 1.186 0.563–2.520 0.652

STM-STM* 3.131† 1.655–6.192 0.0006

Training effect 1.186 0.563–2.520 0.652

Assessment effect* 9.333 5.057–18.20 < 0.001

Interaction effect* 0.280 0.114–0.693 0.006

Chest seal

LT-STM 1.706 0.883–3.371 0.116

STM-LT 1.264 0.629–2.563 0.511

STM-STM 0.706 0.316–1.533 0.383

Training effect 1.264 0.629–2.563 0.511

Assessment effect 1.706 0.883–3.371 0.116

Interaction effect* 0.330 0.117–0.890 0.031

NCD

LT-STM* 4.572† 1.906–12.74 0.001

STM-LT 1.598 0.560–4.892 0.387

STM-STM 2.367 0.905–6.920 0.091

Training effect 1.598 0.560–4.892 0.387

Assessment
effect*

4.572 1.906–12.74 0.001

Interaction
effect

0.320 0.086–1.155 0.086

NPA

LT-STM 2.543 0.846–8.539 0.106

STM-LT 1.299 0.351–4.806 0.687

STM-STM 2.232 0.718–7.619 0.172

Training effect 1.299 0.351–4.806 0.687

Assessment
effect

2.543 0.846–8.539 0.106

Interaction
effect

0.680 0.131–3.474 0.635

Cric

LT-STM 1.374 0.643–3.045 0.420

STM-LT 2.179 0.920–5.311 0.080

STM-STM 0.668 0.307–1.495 0.315

Training effect 2.179 0.920–5.311 0.08

Assessment
effect

1.374 0.643–3.045 0.420

Interaction
effect*

0.220 0.075–0.649 0.006

(Continued)

Table 7 (continued)

OR 95% CI p-value

Chest Tube

LT-STM 1.720 0.958–3.125 0.070

STM-LT* 1.770 1.006–3.156 0.049

STM-STM 1.630 0.937–2.864 0.0858

Training effect* 1.770 1.006–3.156 0.049

Assessment effect 1.720 0.958–3.125 0.070

Interaction effect 0.530 0.239–1.184 0.123

CF = critical fail; LT = live tissue; LT-LT = trained on LT–assessed
on LT; LT-STM = trained on LT–assessed on STM; NCD = needle
thoracostomy; STM = synthetic training model; STM-LT = trained
on STM–assessed on LT; STM-STM = trained on STM–assessed
on STM; TQ = tourniquet.
*p < 0.05.
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assessment effect where more CFs were seen when
tested with STM compared with LT (p = 0.07). The
LT-STM and STM-STM groups also had a nonsignifi-
cant trend toward greater CFs (p = 0.070 and
p = 0.086, respectively; Tables 6 and 7).
PSs. LT-STM had significantly lower PSs than

LT-LT (p = 0.005; Table 6).

Post Hoc Comparisons
In comparing PSs between LT-STM and STM-LT
groups, the only difference found was for TQ;
LT-STM had lower PSs than STM-LT (p < 0.05).
NCD showed a trend toward LT-STM performing
worse than STM-LT, but this was not significant
(p = 0.07).

DISCUSSION

General Observations
The high-stakes final predeployment assessment for all
Army combat medics is to successfully complete the
treatment of a patient similar to the one used in this
study protocol, known as the “culminating event.” All

medics are required to pass the culminating event to
be deployed. However, these assessments are done in
groups of three to four medics, so each individual
does not perform all procedures themselves. The dif-
ferences in our study compared to the culminating
event are that each subject was tested individually, and
their ability to deploy was not linked to the assessment
event in our study. It seems that high-stakes assess-
ment of health care provider competence should gener-
ally be done in an individual setting, perhaps with the
exception of testing teamwork and certain communica-
tion skills.
Rates of successful completion for simpler proce-

dures such as chest seal, needle decompression, and
NPA were quite good in our population of Army com-
bat medics. However, successful completion rates for
the more complex procedures such as Cric, tube thora-
costomy, and the hemorrhage control skills (junctional
hemorrhage and TQ) were less than 75%, despite the
3- to 4-hour refresher training. The incorporation of
mastery learning, the multiday BCT-3 predeployment
course that includes both didactics and additional
practice time, or ongoing clinical experience may be

N 138 138 133 133
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Figure 2. TQ skips. Skips = number and percentage of subjects who did not recognize the need for TQ placement. LT = live tissue;
STM = synthetic training model; LT-LT = trained on LT–assessed on LT; LT-STM = trained on LT–assessed on STM; STM-LT = trained on
STM–assessed on LT; STM-STM = trained on STM–assessed on STM; TQ = tourniquet.
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required to combat the skill decay that is known to
occur with infrequent performance of clinical
skills.31,32

An interaction effect, which looks for subjects being
put at a disadvantage (increasing the likelihood that
they will critically fail) due to training and testing on
different models, when compared to those training
and testing on the same model, was not found for all
procedures. Four of the seven procedures studied
(junctional hemorrhage, NPA, NCD, and chest tube)
had no interaction effect, while three did (TQ, Cric,
and chest seal). Although an interaction effect was
found for these three procedures, it still did not result
in any significant differences between groups for CFs
in two of these three procedures (Cric or chest seal),
calling into question the clinical significance of this
statistical finding and this commonly quoted axiom
that skills trained on one model do not directly trans-
late to a new model. While this phenomenon has
been seen for certain procedures such as endotracheal
intubation (ETI), it might not be as applicable to the
procedures in this study, aside from TQ where the
higher number of CFs on STMs suggest that training
on LT may not translate well to the STM used.33

While the aim of this study was not to formally evalu-
ate transfer effectiveness ratios, our results suggest that
the complexity of procedure may be related to the
amount of time and practice necessary to develop com-
petence, but does not necessarily predict whether
transfer of training between models will be
successful.34–36

When examining the impact of LT versus STM as
the training modality (STM-LT vs. LT-LT), no differ-
ence was found in six of seven procedures studied
when examining either outcome measure (CF or PS).
Tube thoracostomy demonstrated a significant differ-
ence, with more CFs in the STM-trained group
(Table 8). When examining the impact of LT versus
STMs as the assessment modality (LT-LT vs. LT-STM),
no difference was found in five of seven procedures
for CFs; TQ and NCD had more CFs in the STM-
tested group. However, subjects who tested on STM
had worse PSs in four of seven procedures (TQ,
NCD, NPA, chest tube; Table 9). When examining
the effect of training and assessing on the same modality
(LT-LT vs. STM-STM), we found no difference in CF
for six of seven procedures. STM-STM had more CFs
for TQ, but improved PSs for both junctional hemor-
rhage and Cric (Table 10). We place greater clinical
significance on CFs as an outcome measure as

opposed to PSs, as this is the most important clinical
outcome—successful completion of the procedure
without posing a risk of harm to the patient.

Table 8
Training Model: Did STM-LT Perform Worse Than LT-LT?

Procedure CF PS

Junctional hemorrhage No No

TQ placement No No

Chest seal No No

NCD No No

NPA No Yes–worse*

Cric No (p = 0.080) No

Tube thoracostomy Yes–worse* No

CF = critical fail; Cric = cricothyrotomy; LT = live tissue; LT-LT =
trained on LT–assessed on LT; NCD = needle thoracostomy;
NPA = nasopharyngeal airway; PS = procedural score;
STM = synthetic training model; STM-LT = trained on STM–
assessed on LT; TQ = tourniquet.
*p < 0.05.

Table 9
Assessment Model: Did LT-STM Perform Worse Than LT-LT?

Procedure CF PS

Junctional hemorrhage No No

TQ placement Yes–worse*
(and STM-STM p < 0.001)

Yes–worse*

Chest seal No No

NCD Yes–worse*
(and STM-STM p = 0.091)

Yes–worse*

NPA No Yes–worse*

Cric No No

Tube thoracostomy No (p = 0.070) Yes–worse*

CF = critical fail; Cric = cricothyrotomy; LT = live tissue; LT-LT =
trained on LT–assessed on LT; LT-STM = trained on LT–assessed
on STM; NCD = needle thoracostomy; NPA = nasopharyngeal air-
way; PS = procedural score; STM = synthetic training model;
STM-STM = trained on STM–assessed on STM; TQ = tourniquet.
*p < 0.05

Table 10
Learning the Simulation Model: Did STM-STM Perform Different
Than LT-LT?

Procedure CF PS

Junctional hemorrhage No Yes–better*

TQ placement Yes–worse* No

Chest seal No No

NCD Worse, nonsignificant
(p = 0.091)

No

NPA No No

Cric No Yes–better*

Tube thoracostomy Worse, nonsignificant
(p = 0.086)

No

CF = critical fail; Cric = cricothyrotomy; LT = live tissue; LT-LT =
trained on LT–assessed on LT; NCD = needle thoracostomy;
NPA = nasopharyngeal airway; PS = procedural score;
STM = synthetic training model; STM-STM = trained on STM–
assessed on STM; TQ = tourniquet.
*p < 0.05
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Junctional Hemorrhage Control
There was no difference in performance after training
on LT versus STM. The higher PS in STM-STM may
be influenced by the subjects learning the subtleties of
how the KGS-MATT (KGS Trauma Fx) works during
training (i.e., pressing on a pressure sensor within the
wound transiently terminates hemorrhage), allowing
them to “game” the simulator during testing. This did
not translate to a poorer performance when tested on
LT, however.
The difference in skips where subjects were less

likely to recognize the need for this procedure in LT
testing resulted in persistent massive hemorrhage. This
may represent a deficiency in anatomic or anthropo-
metric fidelity of the goat, as junctional hemorrhage
was more difficult to identify with the lateral position-
ing of the animal where the upper leg naturally hides
the femoral or axillary injury.

TQ
There was no difference in performance after training
on LT versus STM. When comparing models as
assessment tools for TQ, however, the MATT (KGS
Trauma Fx) appeared to be a more difficult testing
model than the goat with difficulties in transfer effec-
tiveness.34,35 While skills learned on STM seemed to
translate to successful completion on LT, skills learned
on LT did not translate to successful completion on
STM. Anecdotally, the experienced physicians and
Special Forces medics on the study team felt that
supratherapeutic forces often seemed necessary to pro-
vide effective arterial compression in the MATT STM
due to the lack of tissue fidelity. However, subthera-
peutic forces may control bleeding in the goat, due to
the lack of anthropomorphic fidelity (less muscle and
subcutaneous tissue) and occasional vasospasm. Given
that a common training strategy is to “overtrain,” the
potential for the MATT to require supratherapeutic
pressure may not be a bad feature.
An additional factor that may have affected the per-

formance in the STM group is that the testing envi-
ronment was the first instance where subjects had
encountered the hybrid Frank-N-Stein model, includ-
ing a live actor in the CutSuit (Strategic Operations).
The actor was screaming, crying, and grabbing the
subject, asking him or her to “save his life.” Although
we tried to mirror this distress in the LT scenario with
a prerecorded soundtrack of a distressed soldier, it
seems that the live actor directly interacting with and
making light physical contact with the medic may have

provided additional cognitive load and an emotional
component that could have negatively impacted the
subject’s decision making and/or psychomotor abili-
ties. When cognitive load is introduced, the ability of
trainees to correctly identify or manage conditions that
they were taught in isolation can decline, or they may
require more time for completion.37–39

While the low numbers of skipped TQ procedures
precluded statistical analysis, we note that those
assessed on LT skipped this procedure 20 times versus
being skipped four times on STM. This also seems
related to a lack of anthropometric/anatomic fidelity
in the caprine model, as the need for this was less
obvious at times on LT due to the inherent nonstan-
dardization of the model. An amputated hoof is more
subtle than a simulated amputated human limb, the
lateral recumbent position of the goat hid the injury at
times, and there were occasions where there was vasos-
pasm resulting in lack of active bleeding from the
amputation stump.

Chest Seal for Open Sucking Chest Wound
No difference was noted between STM and LT mod-
els for teaching or assessing chest seal application.
This is not surprising due to the simplicity of this
procedure.

NCD
There was no difference in performance after training
on STM or LT for this task. There was, however, an
assessment effect, supported by CF scores and PSs,
revealing that those testing on STM performed worse
than those assessed on LT. This was not confounded
by an interaction effect. The lack of anatomic/anthro-
pometric fidelity of the goat during assessment could
make it an easier testing model since: 1) the animal is
placed in a lateral position for training and testing, so
the decision of which hemithorax to decompress was
not a part of the assessment, and 2) they do not have
to locate the second intercostal space (ICS) or the mid-
clavicular line (the instructor shows them where to
place the needle on the goat if they can articulate the
location). It was observed that subjects who critically
failed this procedure on STM tried to decompress the
wrong hemithorax approximately 50% of the time,
highlighting the downfalls of training with an animal
lacking the anthropometric/anatomic features of a
human. The increased cognitive load and emotional
component of the live actor could be at play here as
well. The depth of the thoracic cavity in the CutSuit
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(Strategic Operations) was also shallower than the
length of the needle, causing difficulty with sliding the
catheter off the needle (an item on the checklist) if
the subject attempted to hub the needle first,
potentially affecting the PS.

NPA
The one procedure revealing a difference in PSs due
to the training model is NPA, where STM-trained sub-
jects scored lower than LT-trained subjects. However,
since there were no differences in the number of CFs,
this begs the question of whether the PS is the best
clinical outcome to measure in a simple procedure,
since the ultimate success of the procedure is the most
important clinical outcome. Further, this procedure
had very few steps associated with it, so missing one
procedural step leads to a larger difference in PS than
other procedures.
A difference was also found for the assessment

model where the STM assessed (Frank-N-Stein) groups
performed worse by PSs without a difference in CFs.
The lower tissue fidelity of the simulator may con-
tribute to this, resulting in difficulty of completely
advancing the rubber NPA into a rubber mannequin
nasal passage even with lubrication. The higher ana-
tomic fidelity of the simulator may also contribute, as
a lack of understanding of the desired direction of
NPA insertion (along the floor of the nasal cavity)
could be noted during STM during testing but not
during LT testing, as there is only one direction you
can angle an NPA when inserting it into a goat nare.

Cric
Cricothyrotomy demonstrated a nonsignificant trend
(p = 0.080) for the STM-trained group to critically fail
more than the LT-trained group. However, this result
is confounded by the interaction effect, where those
who trained and tested on different models were more
likely to critically fail, and we were not adequately
powered to detect a difference for this procedure. This
interaction effect has been described with other proce-
dures such as ETI, where subject performance
declined when training on one simulated model and
then moving to another.40 For procedures where sub-
sequent performance is influenced by the training
model, using combinations of various types models in
training may optimize training outcome. More study is
warranted to ascertain the transfer effectiveness
between various training and assessment models for
Cric.

When training and testing on the same model,
there was no difference in CFs, but the STM-STM
group showed better performance when measured by
PS. This could be due to the simplicity of the Sim-
Man3G model, or could be an effect of “learning the
model,” where the subjects learned the exact anatomy,
forces, and angles required to perform the procedure
on the simulator with a rigid, fixed, immobile trachea.
Cric procedures on live animals or humans often
require more subtle variation based on individual
patient factors such as amount of subcutaneous tissue,
degree of skin, and trachea mobility.

Tube Thoracostomy
Synthetic training model–trained subjects critically
failed more than LT-trained subjects. Therefore, there
may be a benefit to train on LT for this task. The dif-
ference in tissue properties and anatomy between the
two models are likely contributors. The location for
chest tube placement on the STM used in this study
was actually caudal to the fifth ICS. This lack of ana-
tomic fidelity could potentially lead to negative training
transfer with subjects subsequently deciding to per-
form chest tube placement too low to be safe.34,41 Fur-
thermore, the amount and type of force required to
puncture through the chest wall in our simulator
could vary depending on how the tissue layers are
assembled. This lack of tissue/functional fidelity,
which does not allow the learners to understand the
correct feel of the tissue planes, could potentially nega-
tively impact future performance. The lack of differ-
ence in PSs in the STM- versus LT-trained subjects
(STM-LT vs. LT-LT) indicate that the students’ ability
to learn the steps of the procedure was not different.
The STM-assessed group had a significantly lower

PSs than the LT-assessed group (LT-STM vs. LT-LT)
and trended toward significance when measured by
CF. The simulator may be a more challenging testing
model. The lower tissue fidelity in the simulator is
likely a contributing factor since the forces required to
both enter the hemithorax and pass the tube are differ-
ent than in the animal, as well as in a human.42 The
tube is also advanced through a narrow channel after
entering the hemithorax, which at times led to diffi-
culty with advancement that would not be seen on an
animal or a human who has a tension pneumothorax.
Repeated use of this simulator model also resulted in
laxity or displacement of some of the chest wall tissues
when pressure was applied, making more difficult to
enter the hemithorax with the usual required forces.
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Since the simulator was in a supine position for test-
ing, participants had to decide whether to insert the
tube into the right or left hemithorax and choose the
correct location within the hemithorax (e.g., some
could state “fifth ICS” but could not locate that posi-
tion on the simulator torso). And, although the live
actor has been replaced with a SimMan head and
neck by this point in the scenario, the initial cognitive
load from the live actor may have continued to affect
their performance for the remainder of the
scenario.37–39

Future Directions
Future studies are warranted to explore how training
on the simulator or animal translates to the human
model for these skills. Previous studies have identified
certain contexts and training modalities, such as the
Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) box trai-
ner and virtual reality trainers, that improve perfor-
mance of certain surgical skills in the operating room.
However, we have not yet identified how skills transfer
to the human model for the majority of these emer-
gent trauma related procedures or in this context of a
chaotic environment.43–48 The only adequately pow-
ered study (albeit by analyzing the study’s power post
hoc) that has attempted to investigate training any of
these emergent procedures on STM versus LT with
objective performance outcomes on a human model
(cadaver) has found no difference in subsequent per-
formance.13 Since “high-fidelity” versus “low-fidelity”
trainers do not seem to predict the degree of skill
transfer, and low-fidelity models may be equivalent or
better for novice trainees at times, it is difficult to pre-
dict which model might be best for training.25,49–54

This may, in part, be due to the difficulty in defining
high-fidelity versus low-fidelity models, as structural
fidelity such as physical resemblance may be higher in
one model such as a human patient simulator, and
functional fidelity such as tissue feel and forces
required may be higher in the LT model.22 It is still
unknown how these various aspects of fidelity and
how aspects of psychologic, emotional, and affective
fidelity (having a living animal to resuscitate vs. having
a live actor in the CutSuit) individually contribute to
educational effectiveness and transfer of learning to
the human model, especially in high-stress clinical
environments.39,54 Caring for an LT model has been
shown to produce a higher affective response com-
pared to working on partial task trainer STMs when
in a “controlled environment without external

stressors” as measured by electrodermal activity.23 The
stress levels of our subjects were measured by other
physiologic factors such as heart rate, respiratory rate,
and salivary cortisol, which is currently undergoing
analysis. Collaboration with engineers to improve syn-
thetic tissue properties and allow measurement of
forces applied during procedural skills may also be an
important future direction for STMs. Additionally, we
need to understand whether learning and transfer
effectiveness between models is similar or different
between Army combat medics and other types of med-
ical trainees, such as medical students and residents,
who often have additional background knowledge and
skills.

LIMITATIONS

Our cohort consisted of a military population of com-
bat Army medics that had both BLS and EMT-B certi-
fications, similar to many civilian first responders.
Applying the findings of this study to a civilian popu-
lation would still require inference, and the generaliz-
ability to civilian prehospital providers with additional
training or in-hospital providers such as medical stu-
dents and residents, or those with significantly more
experience and expertise such as attending physicians,
is not known. However, using a study population of
predominantly inexperienced or novice providers
hopefully mitigates the confounders of previous experi-
ence and training and allows us to better isolate and
understand the difference made by the educational
intervention alone. A local civilian paramedic service
has also successfully incorporated many elements of
this study into their training program (S. Witthuhn,
personal communication, 2016).
Training transfer translation to successful perfor-

mance on a live, human model is the criterion stan-
dard. We did consider attempting to track the
performance of skills in subsequent patient care situa-
tions, but deployments were diminishing at the time
of the study and it would not have been possible to
perform an adequately powered study. We considered
perfused cadaveric models, but the cost, logistics, and
inherent large variability of cadaveric models prevented
their use for this large study.55 Therefore, it is still
unknown how well skills performed on our LT and
STM models translate to the human model. We did
perform a subsequent study, using a perfused cadaver,
with a smaller cohort that will be presented in a sepa-
rate article.
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The hybrid nature of our model, with a live actor in
the CutSuit (Strategic Operations), did make this model
more like an actual casualty situation and less like other
simulators. The cognitive load and potential autonomic
activation caused by having to interact with the actor
could have positively or negatively impacted perfor-
mance in the STM group, based on the inverted-U
stress performance curve. This theory, and other similar
theories, posit that some stress or autonomic activation
can improve performance, but after a certain point addi-
tional stress may be detrimental to performance.39,56

Caring for a live animal and having to remember ani-
mal-specific instructions could also have been a source
of autonomic activation and cognitive load, respectively.
It is also unknown whether more experienced providers
would be less affected by these potential sources of auto-
nomic activation and cognitive load.
The design of the educational intervention could

also be a limitation. While all subjects had been
taught these procedures previously, and the instructors
reviewed each procedure and ensured that each subject
was able to practice each procedure with real-time feed-
back, we did not ensure that a mastery learning
approach was used.32,57–60 The purely didactic compo-
nent of predeployment training also was not incorpo-
rated in our study design due to time constraints.
However, the body of literature demonstrating that
simulation is superior to didactics when testing subse-
quent performance makes this seem less likely to have
affected our outcome measures.61–64 Testing skill
retention at a later date was also not financially or
logistically feasible.
Army combat medics have a wide variety of training

and experience levels that are partially reflected in
their rank. While this was balanced between groups,
this led to large standard deviations within our study
population. Our overall number of subjects was large
enough that significant differences were found even
when there was overlap of the standard deviations
between groups. This may lead some to question
whether the differences found are clinically significant
as well as statistically significant.
Despite our randomization scheme, the STM-LT

group did report more synthetic simulator experience
than the STM-STM group with no translation to
improved performance. This was not included as a
covariate for the following reasons: 1) the a priori anal-
ysis plan did not include incorporation of covariates
in data analysis; 2) initial required Army medic train-
ing (which all of the subjects would have already

completed) includes simulation training, so we were
concerned these answers may represent a source of
error, potentially due to varied interpretations of the
term “simulation training” on the survey; and 3) the
Frank-N-Stein hybrid model was developed for this
study, so it was unlikely that subjects would have had
previous experience on similar STM models, limiting
the potential effects of prior simulation experience on
subject performance.
Since our chosen assessment tool had previously

demonstrated validity evidence for this population, we
only reassessed IRR with our group of raters but did
not perform additional validation measures. We also
did not formally reassess the ICC at the midpoint of
this study; however, it was reassessed at the midpoint
of the group of studies performed by the UMN
CCTC, which was just prior to this phase of data col-
lection. We also had 3- to 4-hour refresher training
sessions prior to each week of data collection (Data
Supplement S4). This seemed to be an effective ongo-
ing way to maintain and even improve the shared
mental model among the raters.
We chose to assess all of the procedural skills

within a single scenario since this is the current for-
mat of the U.S. Army’s predeployment culminating
event. However, this format could introduce rater bias
in terms of the halo versus horn effect, where, for
example, a subject who performs well in the first few
procedures may be scored higher on subsequent pro-
cedures than subjects who did not.
The number of subjects who were excluded could

be a limitation; however, the excluded subject demo-
graphics were not different than those with complete
data. Since only half of those in the LT-assessed
groups were able to perform Cric (due to each animal
needing to be used twice for financial feasibility), we
did not have adequate power to detect a difference for
this procedure, making our lack of significance difficult
to interpret.

CONCLUSIONS

Standardized individual assessment of these skills to
assure proficiency is important for high-stakes conse-
quential responsibility. Training on the synthetic train-
ing model or live tissue model does not result in a
difference in subsequent performance for five of the
seven critical procedures examined: junctional hemor-
rhage wound packing, tourniquet, chest seal, nasopha-
ryngeal airway, and needle thoracostomy. Until
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synthetic training models are developed with improved
anthropomorphic and tissue fidelity, there may still be
a role for live tissue for training tube thoracostomy
and potentially cricothyrotomy. As an assessment
model, our synthetic training model is more challeng-
ing for tourniquet and potentially for needle thoracos-
tomy than live tissue. For junctional hemorrhage, the
number of procedures not attempted, or skipped, asso-
ciated with live tissue is an important limitation, which
may be explained by the differences in anatomic fide-
lity. While these results begin to inform the effects of
training and assessing these procedures on live tissue
versus synthetic training model models, further study
is required to understand how training and testing on
these models translates to performance on a human
model.
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